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Motivation
We envision robots that can collaborate and communicate seamlessly with humans. It is
necessary for such robots to decide both what to say and how to act, while interacting with
humans. This involves combining task-oriented dialogue systems with decision making under
uncertainty for embodied agents. We believe a task that captures the sequential nature of
both the dialogue and physical decision making is necessary towards this goal.
Motivation from Literature: Dialogue systems have traditionally involved users interacting with
a virtual agent [1] for personal assistance (e.g. Siri), reservation booking, etc. Recent works
that combine dialogue and dynamic, embodied decision making [2, 3] are limited to prediction
tasks that bypass the challenges of evaluating a conversational embodied agent.

Pilot Study
We designed and conducted a pilot study among three pairs of people (authors’ lab members)
Objective: Understand how a human would behave if they are in the robot’s position.
Study Design:
• We designate two roles according to the above problem setting. The Assistant is the
person assisting in the process as the robot searches for a given target object. The
Controller is the person who is taking on the role of the robot.
• We used AI2- THOR [4] as the simulated home environments.
• We used Zoom to record the audio and create transcripts of the dialogue.
• We implemented a web-based data collection tool where the Controller controls the
agent in AI2-THOR through the web interface, and the Assistant has access to a 2D
scatter plot of a subset of objects in the (see right)
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Example Trial Collected from Pilot Study
Note: language in the dialogue example below is manually transcribed
based on Zoom audio recordings.

(Intents)

Dialogue Object Search: A New Task
Overall task: A robot is tasked to search for a target object in a human environment (e.g.,
kitchen) while engaging in an audio dialogue with a remote human assistant, who possesses
inexact prior knowledge about the target object’s location (e.g. 2D scatter plot).

Target: Apple

Inputs: (1) a speech-based dialogue, (2) a mounted RGB-D camera, and shares its view with the
human assistant. (3) sequences of RGB-D images of the scene, representing prior. Target
objects are excluded from these images.
Outputs: The robot must decide what to say in the dialogue, and how to act (actions include
moving (navigation) and opening/closing containers) in order to efficiently find the target while
naturally interacting and collaborating with the human assistant.
Assistant

I’m looking for a fork

It may be on the
counter in front of you
OK…I see something
that looks like a spoon
Note: figure is for illustration purpose only
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Findings & Next Steps
We experimented with both speech-based dialogue and text-based dialogue. Our observations:
Speech: Participants typically engage in frequent back-and-forth
Text: the Controller must decide between controlling the agent in AI2-THOR versus typing in the
chat, resulting in (1) search without interaction (2) hard to tell if assistant’s input is considered
Common dialogue behaviors across trials:
(1) Specify and confirm target object; (2) Describe what is observed in the view
(3) Describe belief about target location (4) Describe intended or suggested behaviors
We codified these into preliminary intents (see above)

Next steps & Challenges:
(1) Scalability of data collection procedure (how to?)
• scalable and accurate transcription of the
collected audio as well as intent labeling.
• We seek suggestions for strategies to collect
such data at scale.
(2) Evaluation design: Should involve both experiment
with simulated assistants and real human assistants

